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Let Q be a bounded domain of R”, n z 2, with smooth boundary aQ and 
let the minimal surface operator A be given by 
A = -D,(m)), a’= p’(1 + lp[*))l’*. 
Then the evolution equation 
ti+Au=O in Q x [0, T) (1) 
was studied for both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions (see [2, 
3, 71). Here the surfaces M, = graph u( ., t) move in x”+ ‘-direction with 
speed given by their mean curvature H = -Au. Recent work on parametric 
surfaces moving by their mean curvature suggests that it is geometrically 
more natural to consider surfaces whose speed in direction of their unit 
normal is equal to the mean curvature [ 1, $63. In the graphical setting 
one is then naturally led to the evolution equation 
ti+(l+lDul*)“Y4U=O in 52 x [0, T). (2) 
We want to show here that as in the case of closed convex surfaces (see 
[S]), this flow has the property to level out the curvature asymptotically. 
We prove in Theorem 1.1 that surfaces with vertical contact angle at the 
boundary asymptotically converge to a constant function. The main dif- 
ficulty in the proof is a time-independent gradient bound. Such an estimate 
is established with the Sobolev inequality and an iteration method. In case 
of Dirichlet boundary conditions asymptotically u( ., t) approaches the 
solution of the minimal surface equation, provided 82 has positive mean 
curvature. This result is obtained more easily since the same barriers as in 
the time-independent case can be used. It also follows from the work of 
Lieberman [8]. 
The author recently learned that Eq. (2) was used by G. Dziuk to 
compute minimal surfaces numerically. 
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1. SURFACES WITH VERTICAL CONTACT ANGLE 
In the following we assume that 8Q is of class C*,” and denote by y = 
(Y , 7 . . . . yn) the outer unit normal to 6X2. We extend y to a uniformly 
Lipschitz continuous vector held in ?Z? which is absolutely bounded by 1. 
1.1. THEOREM. Let u0 E C*,‘(8) satisfy a’(Du,) .yI =0 on 852. Then the 
boundary value problem 
zi+(1+1D2412)“54u=0 in !2x[0,co) 
d(Du) . y1 = 0 on aszx [O, co) (3) 
u(.,O)=u() 
has a smooth solution u and u, = u( ., t) converges to a constant function as 
t+cQ. 
Since Eq. (2) is uniformly parabolic as long as (Dul is bounded, the 
existence part of Theorem 1.1 follows if we have an a priori estimate for the 
Cl-norm of u,. To accomplish this we study the function 
u = (1 + lDul*)“*. 
If a’= a’(Du) = v-’ D,u and a” = &z’/ap,, then we obtain from (2) 
1.2. LEMMA. We have the identities 
ri = aID, 
= D,(aO D,v)v + Ha’ D,v - aYak D, D,u D, D/u. v. (4) 
Notice that the last term on the RHS is positive; in fact, we have 
aYak’ D, D,u Dj D,u = v-* Ib’uI*, (5) 
where 6*u denotes the second tangential derivatives of u (see [4, 
Lemma 1.33). We can now derive a uniform supnorm bound for u on 
Q=s)x [0, co). 
1.3. LEMMA. Zf u = u(x, t) is a solution of (3), then 
sup 1241 = sup l&l. 
Q R 
Proof Let k = supn lu,, 1 and #k = max(u - k, 0). Then multiply the 
evolution equation for u with uk and integrate. Then we obtain from 
Lemma 1.2 with A(k) = {x E $2) u(x) > k} 
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d 
zttn s 
u:u dx = r u:a’D,(uH) dx + 2 s 
ukv2H dx 
“A(k) A(k) 
=- u;H=vdx-2 
s 
uk IDu[= Hdx 
A(k) 
uk v=H dx 
=- 
s 
u;H=vdx+2 
A(k) s 
uk D!(a’) dx 
A(k) 
YZ- u;H=v dx-2 u-l jDul=dx<O. (6) 
Since a’. y, = 0 on X2, no boundary integrals occurred. We conclude that 
U(X, t) Q k on Q and a similar calculation shows that - U(X, t) <k. 
To obtain a gradient estimate, we denote by 6 = (al, . . . . P+ ‘) the tangen- 
tial derivatives on M, = graph u, such that 
6’g=D’g-v,. c vk.Dkg, i=l,..., n+l, 
k=l 
where v = (v,, . . . . . v,+ 1 ) is the exterior unit normal to M,, i.e., 
v=u+-D,u, -D,u ,..., -Dnu, 1). 
We will use some estimates which were derived in [4]. 
1.4. LEMMA. There is a constant c1 depending only on 852 such that for 
any positive function q E W17m(Q) 
s vqdH,-, <cs IW + (WI +1 Jr] dH,. aa M, 
1.5. LEMMA. There is a constant c2 depending only on XI such that on 
LX2 the estimate 
lyc .a” D,vC < c2 
is valid as long as a’(Du) y, = 0 holds on XI 
We will also need a Sobolev inequality which was shown in [4] for 
functions with compact support and in [9] for the case of nonvanishing 
boundary values: 
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1.6. LEMMA. For any function g E C’(a) the inequality 
> 
(n - 1 )/n 
n/(n ~ 1) dH, 
Q c3 Vgl+ WI Id dH, +I, lgl LjdfL{ 
is valid with a constant c3 only depending on n. 
Now we want to estimate 
w = log v. 
For that purpose let wk = max(w - k, 0) and multiply the evolution 
equation for v in Lemma 1.2 with w:. After integration we derive 
d 
Tin s 
w:vdx= 
s 
w:a’D,(vH) dx 
R 
+2j wk a 
. {Di(aVD,v)v+ Ha’D,v 
- aVaki D, D,u D, D,u > dx 
<- i 
H*w*vdx-2 k 
i 
wka’ D#i dx 
R R 
-2j-Q a”D vD.vw,dx+ 1 J s 
aR a”. y, D,vw,v dH,, - 1 
wka’ D,VH dx - 2 a”D.w D vvdx IkJ . 
Here we used that a’y, = 0 on 852 and (5). Notice that in a convex domain 
the boundary integral has the right sign and can be neglected (cf. [12]). 
Now observe that 
a”D,gD,g=v-’ jSgl*. 
Then we derive from Lemma 1.5 that 
d 
zn s 
w:vdx< -2 i,,, 16~1~ 0 dx - JA,,, H*w:v dx 
+ c2 
s 
wkvdH,-,, 
an 
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where A(k) is the set {( x, u(x)) E MI w(x) > k}. Since on MdH” = u dx, we 
conclude from Lemma 1.4 
d 
ZM I 
w:dH, < -2 IA,,, 16~1~ dH, -IA,,, H*w: dH, 
+ C2Cl s ldw,l + (IHI + l)w, dH, A(k) 
<- IA,,, 1~~1~ dH, -; jA,,, H2w: dH, 
+c IA( +cJ w:dH,. 
A(k) 
Combining now Lemmas 1.4 and 1.6 we have 
(n - 1 )/n 
n/(n - 1) dH, 
(7) 
Gc 1~4 + (WI + 1) lgl dH, 
for some constant depending on c1 and cg. The Hiilder inequality then 
implies that 
(jM lg124dH.)“4<cj-M lk12+ (IH12+ 1) lgl”dK, (8) 
where 
i 
m - 2 1, n > 2, 
4= 
<co, n = 2. 
Now let 
llW)ll T = JOT IA( dz = joT jA,,, dHn dr. 
Then for each Tc co we derive from (7) and (8) 
sup s l/q w:dH, +c wp dH n > dt [O.T] A(k) 
Qc IIA(k)ll.tc~o~~A~k)w:dH.dt 
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provided k > k. = sup, (WI ,=o). From interpolation inequalities for 
Lp-spaces we have 
w:q, dH n wy dH,,)yu ( iA,,, w: dH.)Ipu, 
1 a 
-=-+(I -a), 
40 4 
where a = l/q, such that 1 <q. <q. So we derive 
I/Y0 
wiyO dH, dt 
joT IACkI w:,O dH, dt)‘-‘” llA(k)ll b- ‘lyO. (9) 
To proceed further, we need to estimate /IA(k T. We use estimate (6) with 
k=O to obtain 
d 
dtn I 
u2v dx < - 
I 
H2u2v dx - 2 
I 
v-’ (ihI dx. 
R D 
It follows that 
T 
fi 
V 
0 R 
-’ IDu12dxdt~~~u2vdxl,=o=cq (10) 
uniformly in T. Now notice that on A(k) 
v-’ pu(2=v-v-’ >v(l -e-“)=cc(k)v. 
Then for arbitrary but fixed k, > 0 we have a(k,) > 0 and therefore 
for all k > k, > 0. Similarly, we can compute from Lemmata 1.2 and 1.4 
that 
d 
z s 
u2w:v dx 
A(k) 
< -2 I v-l IDul’ w:dx+c5 f 
v dx 
A(k) A(k) 
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with a constant c5 depending on sup 1~1, c,, and c2. Thus we have from 
(11) for k>k, >O 
In particular we get 
Q a-‘(k,)c,. 
ItA(k ~WW2joTjA(kiwi,dH,dt 
d (k - k,)-2 a-‘(k,)c,. 
Choosing then k, 2 k0 sufficiently large, we get from (9) that 
l/Y0 
wp dH, dt G C llA(k)ll T, Vk>k,. 
Therefore by Holders inequality 
lh-kl’ lIA(h)llT<~, llA(k)ll$~1’40 =c7 IIA(k)llyT, Y> 1 
for all h > k 2 k,. The constant c7 depends only on cl, c2, and sup (~1, but 
not on T. By a well-known result (see, e.g., [ 11, Lemma 4.11) we conclude 
that on 0 x [0, T] 
w<k, +d, d2=c722y’(y+1) IjA(k,)lIY,-‘. 
Together with (11) this completes the proof of the gradient estimate. 
1.6. PROPOSITION. If u is a smooth solution of (3) in Q x [0, T] then 
sup CM& t)l + I~~(& t)ll G C8 
Q x CO, Tl 
with a constant c8 depending only on n, uo, and a&?. 
Now standard results imply that (3) has a smooth solution on 
Q x [0, co) for arbitrary u. E C’,‘(sZ). It remains to show that u approaches 
a constant function as t + co. To show this observe that 
such that 
d 
zf2 s 
vdx= - 
I 
H 2v dx, 
n 
cc 
s s H2v dx dt < vdxl,,o=c. 0 R 
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Thus we obtain from (10) and the uniform gradient bound that 
jTj lti12dxdt+ jTj IDu12dxdtdc. 
0 R 0 R (12) 
In view of Proposition 1.6 our evolution equation is uniformly parabolic, 
implying uniform estimates on all higher derivatives of U. Thus (12) shows 
that u converges uniformly to a constant function, completing the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. 
2. DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The case of Dirichlet boundary conditions was studied by Lieberman in 
[8] for general quasilinear parabolic equations and his structure condi- 
tions cover our equation. For the convenience of the reader we include a 
short proof based on Lemma 1.2. 
Assuming that cp is a function in C2,1x(fi), we have 
2.1. THEOREM. Let u. E C2~‘(D) satisfy u. = cp on X2. Zf 852 has non- 
negative mean curvature, the boundary value problem 
ri+(l+ IDU(2)“%4=0 in sZx[O,co) 
24=cp on at2 (12) 
u( .) 0) = uo 
has a smooth solution and u, = u( ., t) converges to the solution of the 
minimal surface equation with boundary data cp as t + co. 
Proof Again we need uniform a priori estimates for sup, 1~1 and 
sup, l&l. From the parabolic maximum principle or an argument as in 
Lemma 1.3 we get immediately that 
sup Iu( = sup IUol. 
R x co, Tl R 
Furthermore, since &2 has nonnegative mean curvature, it is well known 
(see, e.g., [lo]) that one can construct barriers 6+ and 6- with 
A6+20, 6+laa=fp 
Aa- 60, 6-I x2 =cp. 
It is easy to see that one can also achieve 6 - < u. < 6 + 
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In view of the parabolic maximum principle we have then 6 - 6 U, 6 6 + 
for all times. Thus there is a constant c8 depending only on cp, uO, and 32 
such that 
ID4 6 cg uniformly on ~%2 x [0, T] 
Applying then the parabolic maximum principle to the evolution equation 
for u in Lemma 1.2 we conclude that sup,, ro,*, lDu/ can be bounded 
uniformly in time by a constant depending on c8 and sup, IDu, I. As in the 
proof of Theorem 1.1 the uniform a priori estimate on Ilull C~ ensures the 
existence of a solution to (12) for all times 0 < t < cc. Moreover, the 
gradient estimate ensures that the evolution equation is uniformly 
parabolic, so all higher derivatives of u are bounded as well. Now we 
compute 
d 
zn I 
vdx= - 
s 
H=v dx 
R 
since H= tiv-’ =0 on 3.Q. Therefore 00 s I H=v dx dt < s o dxl,,,,. 0 R R 
Since o is already bounded, we conclude that both sup, llil and supn IHI 
converge to zero uniformly as t + co. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
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